I'm fulfilled to introduce Journal of Basic and Clinical Pharmacy (JBCP) a quick buddy overviewed Journal which have an essential concerns over the clinical practices by examining the best relentless masterminded clinical investigation and by showing this information both clearly, as clinical revelations, and all things being equal centered setups of direct application in ordinary conditions. I'm fulfilled to report that, all issues of volume 11 were disseminated online well inside the time and the print issues were also brought out and dispatched inside 30 days of conveying the issue web during the hour of 2019.

The Journals expects to flourish and to keep up the rules in investigation and practice, give stage and opportunity to present evidence based prescription and logical evaluation of assessment and apparently it is much in deed for understudies, teachers and clinical benefits specialists to update the patient thought.

The SJR situating of the Journal is 0.101 similarly as SNIP score is 0.150. JBCP influence factor for the year 2018 was 10.2 while the current SJR record dropped to 0.256. The H-record of the journal is 1 and JBCP iranked first among all Journal of Basic and Clinical Pharmacy (JBCP) and 176th on the planet as indicated by the Scimago situating.

During the timetable year of 2019, JBCP got an amount of 40 unique duplicate, out of which 28 articles (70%) were excused in the starter screening in light of copyright encroachment or being out of the game plan and companion review measure. During 2019 around 11 articles were abused for appropriation after they are recognized in the friend review measure. In the 2 issues of Volume 10 disseminated during the year 2019, an amount of 11 articles were conveyed (at an ordinary of 5 articles per issue) of which, articles were circulated from scholars all around the globe. Generally articles have been gotten to by the assessment analysts and moreover refered to.

During the timetable year 2019, an amount of two Editors, seven Reviewers joined the main collection of JBCP and contributed their critical organizations towards responsibility
similarly as dissemination of articles, and their significant reporter comments will accommodating to disperse nature of article in the Journal.

I acknowledge this open way to perceive the responsibility of (Dr. Sree Harsha Nagaraja) during the last modifying of articles appropriated and the assistance conveyed by the distribution teammate, in bringing out issues of JBCP true to form. I may similarly need to offer my gratitude to all the makers, experts, the distributer, the admonition and the article driving collection of JBCP, the working environment transports for their assistance in bringing out one more volume of JBCP and envision their industrious assistance to draw out the Volume 10 of JBCP in booked time.